Clinical Decision Support Systems for Child Neuropsychiatric Disorders: The Time Has Come?
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Abstract
Great advances in molecular biology, genetics and imaging serve to enhance the desire to develop multi-level and multi-scale models for “personalized medicine” but they remain very challenging for high prevalence, high impact childhood onset neuropsychiatric disorders.

We currently have the capacity to develop innovative, effective and efficient clinical decision support models, while also creating the opportunities for rapidly incorporating multi-scale, multi-level data as they become available in the very near future. Sensitive to these complex issues, this paper discusses how these existing resources can be used to develop state-of-the-art clinical decision support models that will improve patient care and reduce costs in primary care and specialist settings in the present while creating a mechanism for adding biomarker and other data as it emerges.

The new clinical decision support system for child and adolescent mental disorders needs to integrate existing heterogeneous, geographically distinct, current and historical patient-specific and population-specific data in order to generate new information and models for clinic decision support at the level of the individual patient, using the already available informatics frameworks.
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Introduction
Each year, more than 20% of the children suffer from developmental, emotional or behavioral problems and one in eight children have a clinically diagnosable mental health disorder [1]. This large number of children and adolescents affected by mental health disorders poses significant
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challenges to the primary care and specialized psychiatric services with less than one third of all cases receiving any treatment, suggesting a considerable level of unmet needs [2]. Moreover, numbers of suitably trained specialist providers (i.e. child and adolescent psychiatrists and psychologists) are inadequate and their distribution is inequitable with delivery of mental health care still relying heavily on the presence of psychiatrists [3].

Another major problem is poor communication between services involved. The lack of knowledge, inadequate training, limited resources and inconsistent policies often result in delays in obtaining treatment, low quality or ineffective treatments, or no treatment at all. Frontline health providers need on-going support, while lack of information contributes to errors that are costly in terms of disability and excess expense [4].

Decision-making in child and adolescent psychiatry is not easy for a variety of reasons, including historical limits in psychiatric clinical records due to sensitivity of information. Empirical approaches to phenotyping symptoms and syndromes, as well as newly developed biological and developmental frameworks for disorder are opening vast new opportunities for psychiatric diagnosis and treatment. Unfortunately, this information is not readily available to health care providers, such as primary care providers (PCP), due to limited or no training about psychiatric disorders. In current, daily clinical practice, electronic health records (EHR) make psychiatric clinical information readily available for PCP’s and others but they have limited capacity to use it for prevention and early intervention, especially for childhood-onset neurodevelopmental disorders.

Mental health informatics is a branch of clinical informatics that aims to integrate the unique needs and context of mental health with health informatics. Mental health informatics includes “domain-specific” electronic health records (EHR), electronic versions of standardized diagnostic assessments (i.e. The Development and Wellbeing Assessment) telehealth and sophisticated health IT components like clinical decision support system (CDSS). CDSS uses computerized databases to match individual patient characteristics and clinical data to existing knowledge about diagnostic findings and treatment guidelines [4]. At present, there are several clinical decision support systems (CDSS’s) available for child neuropsychiatric disorders [5-10]. Unfortunately, almost all share major shortcomings, such as poor integration of patient demographic information with current and historical patient-specific, as well as population-specific data; a tendency to focus on only one specific psychiatric disorder; poor integration with the heterogeneous data sources and lack of attempts to develop predictive models for diagnosis and intervention [4].

Modern CDSS for child neuropsychiatric disorders

The new CDSS for child neuropsychiatric disorders, being based on integrated existing heterogeneous, geographically distinct, current and historical patient-specific and population-specific data, can generate new information and models for clinic decision support at the level of the individual patient.

The new support system should be based on the established IT (information technology) and knowledge: (i) evidence-based models using well-established, continuously revised and accurately selected guidelines; (ii) standard formats and methods for guidelines formalization/implementations; (iii) Case-based reasoning (CBR) algorithms; (iv) data model to store de-identified patient data (cases); (v) IT framework to manage federated clinical database from different sites/country; (vi) IT interoperability protocol to exploiting data already stored in local EHRs (Figure 1).

The user interface should be able to retrieve patient data directly from EHR and SMART technology (Substitutable Medical Apps, Reusable Technologies). SMART is a platform for reusable medical apps that can run on participating systems connected to various EHRs. SMART is fully integrated in i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside), supporting “deep dives” into the patient record directly from i2b2. I2b2 is a database system that facilitates sharing and reuse of patients’ clinical data collected in individual clinic settings. I2b2 provides an ontology-based, object-oriented database system with simple, flexible database schema thus enabling access to individual and aggregated clinical data across different clinic settings. The new CDSS for child neuropsychiatric disorders should be able to provide practitioners working with their own individual patients to request both evidence-based recommendations and data-driven suggestions. The data-driven web-service could retrieve similar patients from the anonymized patients stored in the federated database of cases, based on data from providers’ centers. The evidence-based web-service should also include all available, well-established models and guidelines. The technological implementation of the new CDSS could be divided into three main activities: creation of a federated
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Creation of a federated database of clinical cases

The new CDSS should create a federated database with anonymized data from different types of child psychiatry clinical care and research databases. Using Big Data approaches and crowd-sourced knowledge from different institutions, a multi-dimensional federated database that encompasses the core clinical knowledge about children and adolescent with psychiatric disorders care could be created. The database could support a data-driven, case-based reasoning approach in order to not only validate but also extend the recommendations from the evidence-based models used by the new CDSS. The general architecture should follow the i2b2/SHRINE model that has been successfully applied in numerous international projects [11].

Implementation of the digital models

The CDSS for child neuropsychiatric disorders could use two different web-services with a system interface that would provide decision support to the user. The first web-service should implement the computational models of the clinical practice guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of child adolescent mental disorders, beginning with the most up-to-date revised and updated guidelines available. Recently, Open EHR’s Guideline Definition Language has been defined in an attempt to provide reusable models (archetypes) for representing guideline-related concepts. It would be advisable for the new CDSS to adopt such a framework for the knowledge representation, especially because we can build on the inference engines that have already been developed, based on those archetypes.

The second web-service should implement a data-driven model to support clinical decisions. In particular, the new CDSS should implement an algorithm that will provide the user with information derived from all cases in the federated dataset that are similar to the clinician’s patient of interest. An algorithm for CBR should retrieve similar patient profiles from the anonymized patient cohort database. The retrieved information regarding the similar cases should then be used to support the decisions of the end-user.

Implementation of the CDSS user interface

SMART technology facilitates two versions of the new CDSS user interface. SMART provides a set of services that enable efficient data capture, storage, and effective data retrieval and analytics, which would be scalable to the national level but nonetheless respectful of institutional autonomy and patient privacy [12]. The first version should be a full web-tool, enabling end-users to profile a patient, to store the patient data and to support decisions regarding diagnosis/treatment. This version should enable the end-user to...
build a user’s and a specific patient’s profiles, store of both user personal data and patient data in a database, request a recommendation from the evidence-based web service, receive and visualize the requested recommendation, request information on similar cases from the data-driven web service for case-based reasoning and receive and visualize useful information regarding the most similar, retrieved cases. The second version of the web-application could provide a standard interface to allow integration with the end-users local EHR systems. This integration would avoid the user having to enter patient data, which will be automatically retrieved from the local EHR, thus significantly increasing system efficiency and usability, as well as end-user uptake.

Conclusions

CDSS for child neuropsychiatric disorders should promote evidence-based, best practices, while enabling consideration of national variation in practices; leverage data-reuse to generate predictions regarding treatment outcome; address broader of clinical disorders; target frontline practice environments where expertise in child and adolescent psychiatry is very limited and decision support is most needed.
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